


We don't care if you have critical
thinking skills, we've made our
agenda really easy for you to
understand. Baby bird style, just
opern your mouth and let us pour it
in.

We want you to know that
if you aren't Republican and
you don't identify with our 
Partisan garbage, then you
don't care about your kids.

Also: we are front loading this
with the fact that we know we
are only using partisan sources
even though we just said that 
this is a bipartisan issue. We
just couldn't find any reliable
sources so critical thinkers 
would believe us.

If you don't feel like reading 18 pages,
then let me show you this 8 page section
with all the buzzwords you're looking for.
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"straight white men" 
in this Document: 4
Total Count for 
"White People", 
"Straight White People",
or "White Person":
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Ideology/Ideological/
Ideologically:

Indoctrination/
Indoctrinate:
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Based on their incorrect definition of what CRT and CSJ are, -->
they say it's inappropriate to teach to children and actively 
harmful. 

The creator of this document bolded these phrases, but did not
use a source for where they got the definition, so I dug into it.

The biggest proponent of these words framed like this is 
New Discourses, James Lindsay. His content is cited as a part -->
of the creation of this playbook.

Says who?

Sounds like projection -->

Says WHO?? -->

SAYS WHO??? --->
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Says Who?
What 
scholars??
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No, I can't because
you've yet to prove it -->

No it doesn't.         -->
The next quote comes
directly after they say
they put civil rights into 
a broader context

Still not true, no matter -->
how many times or
ways you say it.

What "proponents" 
say that?       -->

What evidence? -->

They have yet to prove -->
once that the "framework"
even exists...

SAYS WHO?? -->



Trump Executive Order
SC: Ban CRT Bill
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Bible reference -->

Literal Fear Mongering -->

<-- Second time this
8 page condensed version
has been linked.

<-- All of these words are
indicative of CRT? XD

<-- Again, still haven't 
provided one instance.

If they prove you wrong-->
it's just a part of their
evil plot to make you look
bad

<-- Says Who??

Front loading the fact -->
that because it doesn't exist
people will say that it doesn't.

<-- Says who??

Another Link to "buzzwords" -->

<--- Says who?

What is the difference between -->
CRT and "regular old diversity
training"?
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Link to the LEGAL INSURRECTION FOUNDATION
(LIF)

<--- Says who?

Bible reference -->Bible reference -->

What is the difference between -->



No one has ever said that -->
In fact, many leftists fight 
against religion in schools, 
homophobic and trans rhetoric.

<-- *ANY* topic that is 
hard to pin down will fit this
narrative.

For example: Christianity

<-- New Discourses - James Lindsay

<-- New Discourses - James Lindsay

<-- New Discourses - James Lindsay

<-- The exact same link as right above

Counterweight CRT is -->
"indoctrination" blog.

Directly conflates CRT--->
with SEL and DEI.

They are specifically -->
speaking to people who 
did not attend college.



Link to -->
buzzwords 
again.
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<--- What? The entire point
    of activism is to draw 
    attention to the subject.

<-- The military is in on it
now? Says WHO?

<-- Still yet to
prove that, so
no it isn't 
"obvious".

<-- Source?
Example?
How did you
come to this
conclusion?

<-- Says Who??

<-- "Indoctrination as 
Intervention" Right wing
blog

<-- No evidence to support this.
<-- "whether
or not you
think it's an 
issue, you 
need to be
involved."

<-- Abolitionist teaching network,
    If the name of the organization
    is the issue, then promoting
   the Legal Insurrection
   Foundation is just as bad.

<-- NY Post article

<-- it launched Aug 2019.
It is a deep dive into the 
true history of slavery,
named for the year the first
slave arrived on U.S. shores

<-- If there is
copious
amounts use
one.

<-- just calling someone racist
does not destroy their reputation.

<-- says WHO? Not one
teacher of CRT can be found
to corroborate this.

<-- Their 
buzzwords 
again.

blog

<-- No evidence to support this.

<-- Abolitionist teaching network,



<-- Proof? An
   example?

A website called "Parents -->
Defending Education"

<-- Nevada Family Alliance
Pro-Religion in schools,
advocate for cameras in the
classrooms

What does this mean? -->
Regardless of intent to share
history, if they share more context, 
then they are teaching CRT?

advocate for cameras in the
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Source? -->

<-- Where are they being
told this? Who is telling
them this?
Zero examples have been
given where people are told
they are racist based only by
the color of their skin.

<-- Because they know you they are less likely to 
question or stand up to you.

<-- Make it an Us v. Them.

If the ambiguity of CRT -->
doesn't fit the criteria to
get parents involved,
use the word 
"indoctrination"

Hijacking the anti-mask -->
group.



Source? -->

Manhattan Institute, -->
heritage foundation,
BEST website, and more
parents "defending"
education

<-- Target/take advantage 
of lonely people

<-- get your parents to help

Manhattan Institute -->
video

The same parents      --->
"defending" education links
as above.
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<-- get your parents to help

<-- Target/take advantage 

BEST website, and more



<---- This entire document has
failed to provide a single example 
of it in use.

<--- Sounds like solid advice this
    document has failed to follow.

<--- Notice that they don't say "reliable" sources.



<-- You have yet to define
what CRT "is not".

Please give an example -->
of "incredible change" by a
school board member.

They know you will  --->
be called out for your views.

Please give an example -->



<--- links to own website with
      resources for each state.





<--- even if it's not there?



They have been hiding -->
the fact that school 
board members hold 
very little power, so they
want you to know that 
if you can't make 
change immediately
(or at all) then that's 
normal.

They have been hiding -->




